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Version 10.1 has been fully rewritten. Version 10.2 has been added. Extended
text formatting options, multiple text levels in reStructuredText, and the new

(supported in version 10.2) RTFHTML and HTML formats. New built-in functions
for creating rich documents, including the ability to embed web images and

external audio files and others. New scales: Fit to page, Fit to object, Page with
no margins. New functions for creating, editing and saving RTF documents, and

the RTF HTML export. New function for creating (in the RichViewAction
component) and editing (in the RichViewTextEditor component) the WYSIWYG

editing. New functions for creating (in the RichViewXML component) and editing
(in the RichViewTextEditor component) the XML export format. New functions for
creating and editing (in the RichViewXML component) the HTML export format.
New function for creating (in the RichViewXML component) and editing (in the
RichViewTextEditor component) the RTFHTML export format. New option in the

RichViewTextEditor component: merge documents opened at the same location.
New function (in the RichViewTextEditor component) for importing HTML

documents to the RichView. New option (in the RichViewXML component) for
creating an XML document from a stream. New option (in the RichViewTextEditor

component) to show the RTF or HTML code in the editor. RTF headers are
displayed (in the RichViewTextEditor component) in the right-click menu. The

RichViewRichtextCanvas component can display only one RichView (as opposed
to the TRichView component, which can display multiple). With the

RichViewRichtextCanvas component, you can edit also single pages of the rich
text, with a different font, color and so on. Support for Icons for Components (Icx

format), with the ability to customize them. In the RichViewRichtextEditor
component, you can split the last paragraph in two parts. When the

RichViewRichtextCanvas component is visible, the items are displayed with the
default border in the bottom (or left in left-to-right languages) left edge of the

client area. The RichViewRichtextEditor component can display
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--------------------------- TRichView is a component set containing the following
components: * TRichView - A generic collection of windows controls that can be
used to display rich text data. By introducing this component set, the Delphi and

C++Builder development tools can be used to create rich text data display
controls and the underlying data can be sent to a printer for printing. You can

use the Delphi, or Delphi and C++Builder, programming environments to easily
create web pages and forms which display rich text data. New controls can be

quickly inserted into existing Delphi or C++Builder projects with no recompilation
required. * TRichViewEditor - A rich text editing control that contains an HTML

widget which allows the user to change the appearance of text, embedded
images, line and paragraph formatting, font properties, as well as font size. *

TRichViewDoc - A text file parser which can be used to easily read and parse, as
well as modify, Delphi and C++Builder Rich Text components. * TRichViewData -
A set of generic components which can be used to make, change, and save rich

text files. These components are intended to act as a buffer to store the data
between a TRichView document and the underlying TRichViewEditor control. *

TRichViewXML - A component for saving and loading RichView documents in XML
format. This allows you to save your TRichView documents to a file in any format
supported by the document, be it a RichView document or an HTML document. *

TRichViewImporter - A component for importing HTML into your TRichView
documents. * TRichViewHelp - A component for displaying the TRichView Help

files that are included in the package and navigating to TRichView help topics by
keyword. * TRichViewActions - A set of components for creating rich text editors
using TRichView. This allows you to create rich text editors with the appearance
of any existing Delphi controls, and it allows you to insert the component into a
form or another TRichView control. You can use TRichViewActions to create rich

text editors for Delphi, or Delphi and C++Builder. * ScaleRichView - An add-in for
TRichView, which contains a WYSIWYG editor control that introduces a rich text
editing view to TRichView. This allows the user to easily make changes to the

appearance of text within a rich text document, as well as aa67ecbc25
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TRichView for Delphi is a special version of TRichView with additional
functionality, for Delphi/C++Builder and compatible IDE. Therefore, this package
includes the additional features just mentioned, along with a lot of more goodies.
It allows you to: Show rich view in Windows MDI, MDIFrame, MDIDialog, and
MDForms and use the regular preview feature. Scale rich view to any size, or
even create your own toolbar for panning and zooming. Create new and modify
existing rich views, with support for URL, IntraWeb and RFC 1630 data formats.
Implement template support in rich view controls. Insert data into rich views.
Import and export rich view content in the TRichView format. Render rich view
controls from XML documents. Create custom objects from TRichView fields and
use them in rich view forms. Give any type of TRichView object a high-resolution
icon. Use TRichView's in-built web servers. Control the TRichView servers. Add
TRichView editing to a C++Builder application. Add TRichView reporting to a
Delphi application. Edit rich view controls from a Delphi/C++Builder app. Preview
rich view controls from a Delphi/C++Builder app. TRichView for C++Builder
Description: TRichView for C++Builder is a special version of TRichView with
additional functionality, for Delphi/C++Builder and compatible IDE. Therefore,
this package includes the additional features just mentioned, along with a lot of
more goodies. It allows you to: Show rich view in Windows MDI, MDIFrame,
MDIDialog, and MDForms and use the regular preview feature. Scale rich view to
any size, or even create your own toolbar for panning and zooming. Create new
and modify existing rich views, with support for URL, IntraWeb and RFC 1630
data formats. Implement template support in rich view controls. Insert data into
rich views. Import and export rich view content in the TRichView format. Render
rich view controls from XML documents. Create custom objects from TRichView
fields and use them in rich view forms. Give any type of TRichView object a high-
resolution icon. Use TRichView's in-built web servers. Control the TRichView
servers. Add

What's New in the TRichView For Delphi?

This product gives you the ability to view and modify Rich Text documents using
the rich features available in Delphi and C++Builder. You can create Rich Text
documents directly in Delphi or C++Builder, or save the content into an HTML or
XML file. You can even create a rich text file within your application, then add
buttons, edit boxes, lists, drop-down lists, embedded images, buttons, fonts,
images, and hyperlinks to create a standard Rich Text document. You can also
create a new WYSIWYG editor by dragging one of the Rich Text controls onto the
form or the ToolBar. These components automatically generate the UI for editing
the text, style, and color of the text within a component. Save the content of the
WYSIWYG editor as a Rich Text document, then load it into your application to
use the text as an editable component that can be viewed and modified by your
application. Report Workshop Description: Report Workshop is an easy-to-use
report designer for creating professional-looking reports quickly and easily using
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a drag-and-drop interface. You can add a text box to display data from a
database or any other source, place a chart, image, list or table anywhere on
your form, group elements into a report, and format the report. You can modify
layout, style, and label properties for items in your report without changing the
data. You can even design formatted notes within a report. With Report
Workshop, it's as simple as dragging controls and fields from the tool palette
onto a form to create reports. Report Workshop is cross-platform and compatible
with all major versions of Delphi, C++Builder, and Visual Basic. You can also add
TRichView objects into reports. RichViewXML Description: RichViewXML is a
language for creating and saving Rich Text documents in XML format. You can
specify formatting for each element within your document, using named tags,
and control the layout of Rich Text controls. You can add hyperlinks to access
other documents or web sites. RichView can also be used to create rich reports
for third-party reporting tools, such as DevExpress XtraReports. With
RichViewXML, you can write rich text documents in XML format without
programming. You can add dynamic controls and fields that display or edit
formatted data into your documents, such as a table, image, or even a chart. You
can add hyperlinks to access other documents and even web sites.
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System Requirements For TRichView For Delphi:

Minimum system requirements OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Windows 7/8/8.1/10
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 (2.40 GHz) or AMD Phenom II X4 940 (3.20
GHz) Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 (2.40 GHz) or AMD Phenom II X4 940 (3.20 GHz)
Memory: 2GB RAM 2GB RAM Graphics: NVidia Geforce 8800GTS/8800GT/8600/
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